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Format version - AWS CloudFormation - AWS Documentation
9/9/2010 · Specify the format version of your template, which identifies the capabilities
of the template. Select your cookie preferences We use cookies and similar tools to
enhance your experience, provide our services, deliver relevant advertising, and make
improvements.
Templating (Jinja2) — Ansible Documentation
12/11/2021 · The now() Jinja2 function retrieves a Python datetime object or a string
representation for the current time.. The now() function supports 2 arguments:. utc.
Specify True to get the current time in UTC. Defaults to False.. fmt. Accepts a strftime
string that returns a formatted date time string.
Spiceworks Help Desk: User Portal Documentation - Spiceworks
User portal close requests confirm message: If you’ve done the above, this is the message
that will be displayed to them. Help desk portal enabled: If you need to disable the portal
because you’ve decided to stop using it but the URL is out there, turn this setting off.
Send API - Messenger Platform - Documentation - Facebook ...
The user needs to have interacted with any of the Messenger entry points in order to optin into messaging with the Page. Note that Facebook Login integrations return user IDs
are app-scoped and will not work with the Messenger platform. recipient.user_ref. String.
Documentation – PrimeFaces
PrimeFaces has an extensive documentation that consists of several resources. User
Guide. User Guide is the complete reference of PrimeFaces, it’s in pdf format and

contains over 500 pages covering various topics such as installation, usage of features,
full list of component attributes, examples, best practices, tips and much more. User ...
Apache JMeter - User's Manual: Listeners
The date format to be used for the timestamp_format is described in SimpleDateFormat.
The timestamp format is used for both writing and reading files. If the format is set to
"ms", and the column does not parse as a long integer, JMeter (2.9+) will try the
following formats: yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss.SSS; yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss; yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss.SSS
user resource type - Microsoft Graph v1.0 | Microsoft Docs
31/12/2021 · A user's mail will NOT be set to the primary proxy address if the user is a
guest and the primary proxy address contains the guest user UPN string with #EXT#. A
user's mail will NOT be removed, even if they no longer have proxy addresses, if the user
is a guest.
Documentation | Audacity
This page contains links to Manuals (with Tutorials ) for the free Audacity audio editor.
Audacity Manuals (with Tutorials and FAQ) The Windows .exe and Mac .dmg installers
already include a built-in copy of the Manual. To access it, click Help > …
Matplotlib: Python plotting — Matplotlib 3.4.2 documentation
We would like to show you a description here but the site won’t allow us.
Documentation - ESLint - Pluggable JavaScript linter
You can specify a formatter using the --format or -f flag on the command line. For
example, --format json uses the json formatter. The built-in formatter options are:
Using SnowSQL — Snowflake Documentation
Changing the SnowSQL Prompt Format¶. The SnowSQL prompt dynamically displays
context information about the current session: When you log into Snowflake, the prompt
displays your user name, as well as the default warehouse, database, and schema (if
defaults have been set).
TensorFlow User Guide :: NVIDIA Deep Learning Frameworks ...
20/12/2021 · TensorFlow is an open-source software library for numerical computation

using data flow graphs. Nodes in the graph represent mathematical operations, while the
graph edges represent the multidimensional data arrays (tensors) that flow between them.
This flexible architecture lets you deploy computation to one or more CPUs or GPUs in a
desktop, server, or …
Apache Kafka
Apache Kafka
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